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Abstract
The speed of an induction machine drive (IMD) in the electrified powertrain of an
electric vehicle (EV) suffers from thermal degradation caused by EV loading, driving
cycle schedules, EV operating conditions, traffic state and temperature. It is necessary to
estimate this thermal degradation in order to design appropriate control methodologies to
address this significant issue that directly affects the EV performance. This study pro-
poses a robust linear parameter varying (LPV) observer to estimate this degradation in
IMD as well as EV speed under various thermal and loading conditions in steady state
and during large transients. The stability and robustness of LPV methodology is ensured
by optimal gains of H∞ control and linear matrix inequalities using convex optimisation
techniques. The weighting functions in LPV design are optimised by genetic algorithms.
The proposed observer performance is compared with that of conventional sensorless
field‐oriented control and sliding mode observer. An improved speed performance
during EV operation is also presented to validate the robustness of the proposed LPV
observer against New European Driving Cycle. The performance analysis is conducted
through NI myRIO 1900 controller‐based electrical drive set‐up.

KEYWORD S
electric vehicle, genetic algorithms, induction machine drive, linear parameter varying control, thermally
degraded speed

1 | INTRODUCTION

Induction machine is considered as an ideal candidate for the
powertrain of electric vehicles (EVs) due to its wide speed range,
inverter fault de‐excitation, less maintenance, high initial torque,
easier control and lowcost [1, 2]. Field‐oriented control (FOC) is
generally implemented for the speed control of induction
machine‐based electrical drives in EVpowertrains. The principle
controller involved in FOC is a proportional‐integral controller.
Indeed, it is easy to implement because of its simplicity but it
suffers from lack of robustness against model uncertainties,
parameter variations, load fluctuations, operational temperature
and external disturbances [3]. In EV powertrains, these factors
cause thermal degradation in the drive performance particularly
in its flux and speed. It is quite essential to precisely estimate this
degradation as it will affect the whole closed‐loop control system

performance ofEVcontrol architecture. Thus, a robust observer
with appropriate optimisation is required to address this signif-
icant degradation problem in EVs.

Several flux and speed estimation techniques are available
in the existing literature of induction motor control applica-
tions [4]. Some researchers have reported rotor flux‐based
model reference adaptive system (MRAS) estimator [5, 6].
However, it is not efficient at low speed operation and under
machine parameters variation [7, 8]. Extended Kalman and
Luenberger observers are used in Refs. [9, 10]. Sliding mode
observers (SMOs) are addressed in Ref. [11–13] but the esti-
mated speed suffers from chattering. In Ref. [14], an adaptive
estimation scheme combined with fuzzy logic is presented but
the computational complexity reduces its efficiency. Linear
parameter varying observer (LPVO) shows a promising per-
formance in speed estimation while keeping the plant dynamics

This is an open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is
properly cited.
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intact and gained much popularity due to its robustness against
parameters variation over the last few years [15].

A combination of MRAS observer with LPV control has
been presented in Ref. [16] but it considers only the rotor pa-
rameters variation. An LPVO catering only rotor resistance and
load torque uncertainties has been given in Ref. [17]. A small
range of only 20% variation in rotor resistance has been
considered for an LPVO in Ref. [18]. An interval state observer
for LPV systems has been discussed in Ref. [19]. However, its
main focus is on stator parameters variation. Linear parameter
varying observer design with only rotor dynamics control has
been illustrated in Ref. [20]. The above discussed estimation
techniques are not in the context of traction applications such as
EV. Authors have addressed various control issues using LPV
methodology for induction machine applications in recent sci-
entific contributions [21–25]. As per the knowledge of authors, a
robust LPVO optimised by genetic algorithms has not been
utilised in the literature for the estimation of thermally degraded
EV drives' speed. This study presents such an optimised robust
technique to cater this significant estimation problem in EV
drives.

One of the key steps in LPV design methodology is the se-
lection of weighting functions, which is a quite difficult task
usually performed by a trial‐and‐error method [26]. In order to
optimise these weighting functions, genetic algorithms are syn-
thesised. These algorithms are based on stochastic searching
inspired by natural selection of species and the optimal solutions
for non‐continuous problems are computed by genetic mecha-
nisms [27]. In control systems, these algorithms are implemented
to resolve conflicting controller objectives [28]. Here, these
objectives are considered to reduce the speed error while
maintaining the induction machines' efficient operation. The
major contributions of this study are as follows:

� Design of a robust LPVO to address the significant problem
of thermally degraded speed estimation of the EV drive.

� The stability of overall LPV methodology is established
through H∞ optimised control gains and linear matrix in-
equalities (LMIs) using convex optimisation.

� The weighting functions of LPV design are optimised by
using genetic algorithms for which a proper cost function is
developed to meet the conflicting objectives of reduction in
speed error and enhancement of induction machines' overall
performance efficiency.

� The proposed observer is evaluated against the New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC) through an EV simulator.

The remaining manuscript is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides the induction machine mathematical modelling
and highlights the thermal degradation problem in conven-
tional sensorless FOC. Section 3 presents all the steps involved
in genetic algorithm‐based LPV control methodology
including cost function formulations, LPV approach‐based
observer design, H∞ gains loop shaping, LPV plant synthe-
sis, LPV control unit, weighting functions optimisation, speed
and flux control units. Section 4 gives the NI myRIO control‐
based performance analysis of the proposed LPVO outlining

the starting, loading and steady‐state conditions of induction
machine through various case studies and comparisons at
elevated temperatures. Section 5 presents an analysis of an EV
operation exhibiting thermally degraded speed at elevated
temperatures against NEDC to further investigate the
robustness of the proposed observer.

2 | CONVENTIONAL SENSORLESS FOC
FOR IMD

2.1 | Induction machine modelling

A stationary reference frame (α − β)‐based induction machine
mathematical model is given as [25]:

_ωR ¼ nPζ3ζ5ðϕαRiβS − ϕβRiαSÞ − ζ5BωR − ζ5τL ð1Þ

_iαS ¼ −ζ1iαS þ ζ2ϕαR þ nPζ3ζ6ϕβRωR þ ζ6V 2
αS ð2Þ

_iβS ¼ −ζ1iβS þ ζ2ϕβR − nPζ3ζ6ϕαRωR þ ζ6V 2
βS ð3Þ

_ϕαR ¼ −ζ4ϕαR − nPϕβRωR þ ζ3rRiαS ð4Þ

_ϕβR ¼ −ζ4ϕβR − nPϕαRωR þ ζ3rRiβS ð5Þ

where σ = 1 − χ2
M

χSχR
, ζ1 ¼

ðχ2
MrRþχ2

RrSÞ
σχSχ2

R
, ζ2 ¼

χMrR
σχSχ2

R
, ζ3 ¼

χM
χR
,

ζ4 ¼ rR
χR
, ζ5 ¼ 1

J , ζ6 ¼ 1
σχS

, iαS and iβS are the stator currents, ϕαR

and ϕβR are the rotor fluxes, V αS and V βS are the stator
voltages and τL is the load torque. The specifications of certain
parameters used in Equations 1–5 are given in Table 1.

2.2 | Conventional sensorless FOC

The global market of induction machine‐based electric drives
is flourishing in various applications due to the imple-
mentation of FOC [29]. Resolvers, optical encoders and
tacho generators are the commonly used mechanical sensors

TABLE 1 Induction machine specifications

Symbol Parameter

nP Number of pole‐pairs

J Moment of inertia

χS Stator self‐inductance

χM Magnetising inductance

χR Rotor self‐inductance

B Damping coefficient

rS Stator resistance

rR Rotor resistance

ALI ET AL. - 1465
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for speed measurement in these drives. Their high cost, less
reliability and periodic maintenance have aroused the drive’s
research community to replace them with the robust ob-
servers that utilise the intrinsic properties of machine drive
in order to estimate its speed with high accuracy [30]. A
rotor flux‐oriented direct vector control technique is given in
Figure 1. Proportional‐integral controller is used in speed,
flux and current control blocks. The estimation block gives
flux, speed and the unit vectors for the transformation be-
tween frames.

Although the performance accuracy of this speed esti-
mation technique is acceptable at nominal drive temperature,
it undergoes significant issues at higher operating tempera-
tures where the variation in machine parameters is more
dominant. Proportional‐integral controller is used in this
technique, which is inefficient in handling parameters vari-
ation due to which the system stability and performance are
compromised. Moreover, the dependence of estimation
technique on rotor and stator resistance is quite obvious
from the mathematical relations. The values of these re-
sistances are significantly affected by temperature variations
as given in [31]:

r ¼ r0½1þ αΔT � ð6Þ

where r0, α and ΔT are the resistance of conductive ma-
terial at base temperature, temperature coefficient of resis-
tance and difference in temperatures, respectively. Thus,
conventional sensorless FOC is inadequate for wide speed
range applications particularly at increased machine tem-
peratures. For the induction machines of high power rat-
ings, drive temperature hits a peak value of 140°C, which
significantly affects the speed estimation accuracy of con-
ventional sensorless FOC [32]. This creates a dire need of
developing a robust estimator that works perfectly even in
the presence of machine parameters (rotor and stator
resistance) variation.

3 | GENETIC ALGORITHM‐BASED LPV
CONTROL METHODOLOGY

The LPV control scheme tuned by genetic algorithms, as
shown in Figure 2, is elaborated through the following design
steps:

3.1 | Formulation of cost function

Engineering applications often encounter multi‐objective
optimisation problems concerning performance features that
are addressed through appropriate cost functions. Here, such
conflicting objectives that significantly affects the machine
operation are as follows:

1. Maximising the efficient operation of induction machine
drive (IMD).

2. Maximising the speed performance of IMD.

These two important factors are addressed in the control
design by formulating the following cost function:

J ¼ maxðηðiαS; iβS;V αS;V βSÞÞ

þ max
1

eωRðiαS; iβS;V αS;V βSÞ

� �
ð7Þ

where η and eωR represent the machine efficiency and machine
speed error, respectively. η is obtained through minimal stator
current and voltage norm.

3.2 | Robust LPV observer design

Once the cost function is formulated, it is incorporated in the
precise speed estimation of machine through the rotor flux

F I GURE 1 Conventional sensorless field‐oriented control architecture
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estimation for which an LPVO is designed. The mathematical
structure of LPVO is given as follows [17]:

bGðρðtÞÞ :
d
dt
bx ¼ AðρðtÞÞbx þ Buþ

LðρÞ isS − C
isS
ϕs
R

� �� �

ð8Þ

biαS
biβS
bϕαR
bϕβR

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5
¼

A11ðρÞ A12ðρÞ
A21ðρÞ A22ðρÞ

� �
biαS
biβS
bϕαR
bϕβR

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5
þ

U1
U2

� �
V αS
V βS

� �

þ

LðρÞ iαS
iβS

� �

− C

biαS
biβS
bϕαR
bϕβR

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5

8
>>><

>>>:

9
>>>=

>>>;

ð9Þ

where

A11 ¼
−ζ1 0
0 −ζ1

� �

;A12 ¼
ζ2 nPζ2ωR

−nPζ2ωR ζ2

� �

A21 ¼
rRζ3 0
0 rRζ3

� �

;A22 ¼
−ζ4 −nPωR
nPωR −ζ4

� �

U1 ¼
ζ6 0
0 ζ6

� �

;U2 ¼
0 0
0 0

� �

;C¼ 1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

� �

ρðtÞ ¼ ½ρ1 ρ2�
T
¼ ½rRðtÞ rSðtÞ�T is a time‐varying param-

eter. LðρÞ is the gain matrix of LPVO. Using the rotor
fluxes and stator currents, the observer error is formulated as
follows:

e¼

iαS
iβS

ϕαR
ϕβR

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5 −

biαS
biβS
bϕαR
bϕβR

2

6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
5

ð10Þ

The state‐space representation of the above error equation
can be given as follows:

_e¼ A11ðρÞ A12ðρÞ
A21ðρÞ A22ðρÞ

� �

− LðρÞC
� �

e ð11Þ

Theorem 1 For the LPV parametric uncertain pol-
ytopic system (19) in which AðρÞ is the affine matrix
function of ρ, assume that there exist matrices P and
F such that they satisfy the below-mentioned
conditions:

1. P is a diagonal matrix, which is positive definite.
2. AT ðρÞP + P AðρÞ − [CT FT ðρÞ + FðρÞ C]≺

0 where FðρÞ is an affine matrix function of ρ.
3. P AðρÞ − FðρÞ C is a Metzler matrix.

Then, we can get the observer gains as follows:

F I GURE 2 Linear parameter varying (LPV) control scheme. IOFL, input‐output feedback linearisation
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Li ¼ P−1Fi ð12Þ

Proof See [33].

The gain matrix LðρÞ can be expressed as follows:

LðρÞ ¼
XN

i¼1
giðρðtÞÞLi ð13Þ

where N represents the number of vertices and giðρðtÞÞ are the
weighting functions that satisfy the convex sum property [34]:

XN

i¼1
giðρðtÞÞ ¼ 1; 0 ≤ giðρðtÞÞ ≤ 1; i¼ 1;…;N ; ∀t

Theorem 2 If ρni with i¼ 1;…;Nn forms the vertices
of the measurable elements of the time-varying vector
ρ and ρmj with j ¼ 1;…;Nm forms the vertices of the
immeasurable elements of this vector, then the LPV
flux observer can be formulated as [35]:

AT
ij P − CT

ij F
T
ij þ PAij − FijCij < 0 ð14Þ

Theorem 3 If the estimated rotor flux converges to the
actual rotor flux resulting in a flux error converging
to zero, then the estimated rotor speed will also
converge to the actual rotor speed resulting in a speed
error converging to zero.

The flux and speed errors are given as follows:

ϕαR
ϕβR

� �

−
bϕαR
bϕβR

" #

ð15Þ

ωR − bωR½ � ð16Þ

The machine speed estimated through LPVO is given by

bωR ¼ ∫ 3
2
nPζ3ζ5ðbϕαRiβS − bϕβRiαSÞ

− Bζ5bωR − ζ5τLdt ð17Þ

3.3 | H∞ gains loop shaping

The system matrix AðρÞ and the observer gain matrix LðρÞ
obtained in Section 3.2 are the affine matrices of the proposed
LPV scheme. They ensure control design objectives such as
stability, tracking and robustness through H∞ norm for which
loop shaping is performed. The H∞ sensitivity gains and the

weighting gains tuned by genetic algorithms are obtained as
follows:

Sensitivity ¼Ws ¼
ð1=MsÞsþ wb

sþ wbA

Complementary Sensitivity ¼Wt ¼
ð0Þsþ wt

ð0Þsþ 1

Control Sensitivity ¼Wk ¼
c
Mk

sþ wks

sþ cwks
ð18Þ

where A¼ 0:002 is the attenuation factor, wB ¼ 550 is the
bandwidth, c ¼ 104, Ms, Mk and wt are the design parameters
that comprise ξ, which represents the weighting functions
vector optimised by genetic algorithms. The weighting gains
are obtained through a genetic algorithm‐based offline
approach in 10 iterations.

3.4 | LPV control unit

In order to overcome the control problems associated with
conventional FOC in a rotary frame as highlighted in Sec-
tion 2.2, the voltage vector needed to create the desired current
vector is obtained by developing LPV control in a stationary
frame. Since the observer performance depends on these
voltage and current vectors, it is necessary to ensure their ac-
curacy and optimisation. An LPV polytopic time varying
generalised plant in its state‐space form is given as follows:

_x
z
y

2

4

3

5¼

Aðρ; ξÞ Bwðρ; ξÞ BuðξÞ
Czðρ; ξÞ Dzwðρ; ξÞ DzuðξÞ

Cy Dyw 0

2

4

3

5
x
w
u

2

4

3

5 ð19Þ

where external input w = ½iαSref iβSref �
T and controlled output

z = ½zs zt zk�
T come from the weighting gains given in

(Equation 18). This plant structure is explained in [25]. System
matrices are A, Bw, Bu, Cz, Dzw, Dzu, Cy, and Dyw and ρ
represents the frozen parameter that can be given as follows:

ρðtÞ ¼ ðρ1; ρ2;…; ρNÞ
T

ð20Þ

The range for ρi is defined as follows:

ρiðtÞ ϵ ½ρmin ρmax� ð21Þ

The expansion of AðρðtÞÞ is given by

A ρðtÞð Þ ¼ A rR; rSð Þ ¼ A0 þ ρ1A1 þ ρ2A2

A ρðtÞð Þ ¼ A0 þ rRA1 þ rSA2
ð22Þ

ρðtÞ after convex decomposition is

ρðtÞ ¼ α1ρ11 þ α2ρ12 þ α3ρ21 þ α4ρ22 ð23Þ

with

1468 - ALI ET AL.
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X4

i¼1
αi ¼ 1 and αi ≥ 0

where αi denotes the polytopic parameter range corner and the
values for this range are as follows:

ρ11 ¼ ð0; rRminÞ; ρ12 ¼ ð0; rRmaxÞ

ρ21 ¼ ð0; rSminÞ; ρ22 ¼ ð0; rSmaxÞ
ð24Þ

The polytopic plant of induction machine with ρ as its
vertex values is given by

GðρÞ ¼ α1Gðρ11Þ þ α2Gðρ12Þ þ α3Gðρ21Þ þ α4Gðρ22Þ

ð25Þ

α1 ¼
rRðtÞ − rR min

rR max − rR min
; α2 ¼

rRðtÞ − rR max

rR max − rR min

α3 ¼
rSðtÞ − rS min

rS max − rS min
; α4 ¼

rSðtÞ − rS max

rS max − rS min

ð26Þ

The output feedback LPV dynamic controller in its state‐
space form is given by

_xK
u

� �

¼
AKðρÞ BKðρÞ
CKðρÞ DKðρÞ

� �
xK
y

� �

ð27Þ

such that it guarantees the internal stability of the closed‐loop
control system (Equations 19 and 27) and ensures its induced
L2 norm bounded by γ > 0. If YðρÞ and ZðρÞ exist as sym-
metric as well as parameter‐dependent matrices, whereas
A
�

KðρÞ, B
�

KðρÞ, C
�

KðρÞ and D
�

KðρÞ are gain matrices, the LMIs
given in Appendix C are satisfied [26]. The objective of the
former inequality is to get an optimum value of the attenuation
level (γ), whereas for the latter one, it is the condition of
positive definiteness. The optimal achieved value of γ is 0.8020.
By solving the LMIs, we are getting the values for gain matrices
A
�

KðρÞ, B
�

KðρÞ, C
�

KðρÞ, D
�

KðρÞ and also for the symmetric
parameter dependent matrices YðρÞ and ZðρÞ. The controller
gains AK , BK , CK and DK can be evaluated by

DK ¼D
�

K ð28Þ

CK ¼ ðC
�

K − DKCvYÞðVT Þ
−1

ð29Þ

BK ¼W−1ðB
�

K − ZBuDKÞ ð30Þ

AK ¼W−1ðA
�

K − WBKCvY − ZBuCKVT

−ZðA þ BuDKCvÞYÞðWT Þ
−1

ð31Þ

where W and V are matrices such that

I − ZY ¼WVT ð32Þ

The gain scheduling robust LPV control in its polytopic
form can be obtained after simplification as follows:

AKðρÞ BKðρÞ
CKðρÞ DKðρÞ

� �

¼
X4

i¼1
αi

AKðρiÞ BKðρiÞ
CKðρiÞ DKðρiÞ

� �

ð33Þ

3.5 | Weighting functions optimisation

The real positive scalar γ (obtained from Appendix C) has a
significant role in achieving the performance objectives in LPV
control design and its value needs to be minimised. Hence, it is
also considered in the decision vector ξ of weighting functions.
The genetic algorithm‐based LPV controller synthesis through
the optimisation of weighting functions is represented in the
form of flow chart shown in Figure 3.

3.6 | Speed and flux control unit

As elaborated in Figure 2, input‐output feedback linearisation
technique is utilised for tracking speed and flux of induction
machine taking stator currents as input vector iS = [iαS iβS�T
while speed and flux as output vector y¼ ½ωR ϕR�

T . The stator
reference currents are manipulated by differentiating the math-
ematical relations of speed and flux regulated by the appropriate
gains in speed and flux control units. These currents are given by

F I GURE 3 Genetic algorithm‐based control design flow chart
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iαSref ¼
bϕαR
ζ3rR

_bϕR
bϕR

þ ζ4

 !

þ
bϕβR

n2
Pζ3ζ25bϕ

2
R

ð− _bωR− ζ5τL − ζ5BbωRÞ

ð34Þ

iβSref ¼
bϕβR

ζ3rR

_bϕR
bϕR

þ ζ4

 !

þ
bϕβR

n2
Pζ3ζ2

5
bϕ
2
R

ð _bωR þ ζ5τL þ ζ5BbωRÞ

ð35Þ

where _bωR can be obtained by differentiating (Equation 17) and
_bϕR is given by

−ζ4bϕR þ ζ3rR
bϕαRiαS þ bϕβRiβS

bϕR

 !

ð36Þ

The tracking errors for speed and flux formulated through
(Equations 34 and 35) are eωR ¼ ωR−ref − bωR and
eϕR
¼ ϕR−ref − bϕR, respectively. Here, the reference values for

speed and flux are represented by ωR−ref and ϕR−ref .

4 | LPV OBSERVER‐BASED IMD
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The performance analysis of robust LPVO is conducted
through NI myRIO 1900 controller‐based electrical drive set‐
up under various thermal and loading conditions. The
efficacy of the proposed technique is further validated through

its comparison with the conventional counterparts. An IMD
testbed comprising an induction motor of 2.2 kW is used for
this purpose. The set‐up is shown in Figure 4 with labelled
components. The control algorithm is programmed on a PC‐
interfaced NI myRIO 1900 board. The data management
functions such as logging, downloading and communication
are compiled through the microprocessor. The performed
experiments for various operating conditions of drive are
elaborated in the following subsections.

4.1 | No‐load speed thermal dynamics of
IMD

The speed convergence test of the observers is performed at
various elevated temperatures. The motor operates from zero
speed to reference speed (3000 rpm) with the measured speed
as feedback. The observers are enabled from their initial
conditions (zero condition) at time 0 s. It can be observed
from Figure 5a–c that in spite of the significant elevation in
machine temperature, the speed estimated by LPVO can
converge to the real speed and acquire steady‐state value quite
faster as compared to that by sensorless FOC (SFOC) and
SMO. The SMO is implemented from [13] and the machine
parameters are also taken from it to have an exact comparison.
An important phenomenon of speed degradation due to
elevated temperatures known as thermal degradation of speed
is also shown in these figures particularly in the zoomed graph
of Figure 5b. Due to this thermal degradation, speeds esti-
mated by SFOC and SMO acquire steady‐state values of 2980

F I GURE 4 Induction machine drive testbed set‐up
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and 2948 rpm, respectively, instead of the rated speed
(3000 rpm). Moreover, the speed transients at lower speeds (0–
800 rpm) as well as the maximum overshoot are least in case of
LPVO‐based speed estimation. The bar chart in Figure 6
further elaborates the speed tracking performance comparison
between these observers. Hence, it can be concluded that
LPVO provides faster, smoother and better speed tracking
performance with minimum error against the measured speed
even at elevated temperatures as compared to its control
counterparts.

4.2 | Step load speed thermal dynamics of
IMD

The robust performance of observers is further tested under
step load torque of 6 N.m applied from t ¼ 35 − 65 s at a
higher temperature of 60°C as shown in Figure 7. The
speed estimations through different observers; during this
period are highlighted in the zoomed graph. It can be
observed that speed estimations by SFOC and SMO expe-
rienced a sudden drop from 2965 to 2856 rpm and from
2990 to 2913 rpm, respectively, which is significantly larger
than that by LPVO that is from 3000 to 2964 rpm. On
removal of the applied load at t = 65 s, the LPVO‐based
speed then takes 0.05 s to recover quickly to the steady‐
state value whereas SFOC‐ and SMO‐based speeds take
0.15 and 0.1 s, respectively. It can be concluded from this
analysis that LPVO achieves better speed estimation even in
the presence of significant load torque at an elevated tem-
perature in comparison with SFOC‐ and SMO‐based speed
estimations.

F I GURE 5 No‐load speed estimation (a) at 40°C; (b) At 60°C; (c) At
80°C. LPVO, linear parameter varying observer; SFOC, sensorless field‐
oriented control; SMO, sliding mode observer

F I GURE 6 Speed tracking performance comparison. LPVO, linear parameter varying observer; SFOC, sensorless field‐oriented control; SMO, sliding
mode observer
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4.3 | Current thermal dynamics of IMD

One of the prime parameters that infers the motor drive
performance is its drive current. The increase in drive tem-
perature severely impacts the current demand, which eventu-
ally degrades the drive performance. Hence, the drive current
analysis during speed estimation is necessary. Induction ma-
chine drive current analysis corresponding to no‐load speed
estimation at 60°C is shown in Figure 8. The zoomed version
of this analysis for short interval of time is given in Figure 9.
The lower and stable amplitude of drive current in case of
LPVO throughout the analysis ensures its robustness in
comparison with SFOC and SMO. The current in case of
SFOC and SMO exceeds�5 A where it is slightly less than that
in case of LPVO. The result clearly elaborates that with the
LPV‐based estimation scheme, less current is required to
achieve the same performance. In order to further verify the
robustness of the proposed scheme, the drive current analysis
is conducted in the presence of a step load torque applied from
t ¼ 5 − 6 s as shown in Figure 10. It can be concluded from
this result that even in the presence of load torque as a
disturbance, the drive current is least affected by it in case of
LPVO as compared to the other estimation schemes.

4.4 | Voltage thermal dynamics of IMD

The control effort which is, in other words, the voltage of the
drive system is affected by the thermal conditions and has a

significant impact on the overall performance of the speed
estimation scheme. Hence, the short time frame of drive voltage
comparison for all three estimation schemes corresponding to
no‐load speed estimation at 60°C is shown in Figure 11. The
voltage in case of SFOC and SMO exceeds�150 V where as it is
slightly less than that in case of LPVO. The result clearly elab-
orates that with the LPV‐based estimation scheme, less voltage
is required to achieve the same performance.

5 | LPV OBSERVER ANALYSIS FOR EV
APPLICATION

The speed of electrified powertrain of an EV suffers from
thermal degradation caused by EV loading, driving cycle
schedules, EV operating conditions, traffic state and tempera-
ture. It is necessary to estimate this thermal degradation.
Hence, the efficacy of the proposed LPVO is also tested
through an EV simulator (developed in [21]) on the same in-
duction machine drive set‐up at an elevated temperature of
60°C. The specifications of EV are given in Table 2. The
mathematical expressions for vehicular dynamics including EV
traction force (Ftrac), EV speed (nR) and EV load torque
(τLðEV Þ) are given as follows:

Ftrac ¼ Fin þ Fgr þ Fae þ Fro ð37Þ

nR ¼
Rwheel

GR
ωR ð38Þ

τLðEV Þ ¼
FtracRwheel

GR
ð39Þ

where Fin: inertial resistance force; Fgr : grade resistance force;
Fae: aerodynamic drag force; Fro: rolling resistance force;
Rwheel : radius of EV wheel force; GR: gear ratio

New European Driving Cycle is used as the speed com-
mand, which comprises acceleration, deceleration and constant
speed modes. The performance of LPVO is compared with
that of conventional sensorless FOC at an increased temper-
ature as shown in Figure 12. It can be clearly observed from
this comparison that the proposed observer methodology

F I GURE 7 Step load speed estimation at 60°C. LPVO, linear
parameter varying observer; SFOC, sensorless field‐oriented control; SMO,
sliding mode observer

F I GURE 8 Induction machine drive current at 60°C. LPVO, linear
parameter varying observer; SFOC, sensorless field‐oriented control; SMO,
sliding mode observer

F I GURE 9 Zoomed plot of stator current. LPVO, linear parameter
varying observer; SFOC, sensorless field‐oriented control; SMO, sliding
mode observer
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works quite efficiently for EV simulators during standard
driving cycles. The thermal degradation of vehicular speed is
also greater in case of conventional sensorless FOC particularly
at higher speed. A complete cycle of computation for the
control algorithm takes 100 µs, whereas the optimal value of
the cost function (Equation 7) was obtained through genetic‐
algorithm‐based offline approach after 10 iterations where
each iteration takes 1.384721 s.

6 | CONCLUSION

This study proposes a novel robust LPVO methodology to
estimate the thermal degradation in IMD speed of the
electrified powertrain of an EV at various operating condi-
tions in steady state as well as during transients. A genetic‐

algorithm‐optimised output feedback H∞ LPV design is
implemented on an induction machine‐based electrical drive
set‐up through NI myRIO 1900 controller. The effectiveness
of the proposed observer technique is ensured by comparing
it with conventional sensorless FOC and SMO under the
same operating conditions. The quantitative representation
of speed performance is represented through speed tracking
performance comparison, whereas the efficient operation is
presented through the comparison of the drive's stator
currents and voltages. The efficacy of the proposed esti-
mation method is tested for an EV operation at an
increased temperature during a standard driving cycle. In
future, the robust estimation of speed degradation for a
switched reluctance machine drive‐based EV will be
addressed with respect to thermal analysis.
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F I GURE 1 0 Induction machine drive current
with load at 60°C. LPVO, linear parameter varying
observer; SFOC, sensorless field‐oriented control;
SMO, sliding mode observer

F I GURE 1 1 Induction machine drive stator voltage at 60°C. LPVO,
linear parameter varying observer; SFOC, sensorless field‐oriented control;
SMO, sliding mode observer

TABLE 2 EV specifications

Parameter Value

Mass (m) 1000 kg

Frontal area (AF ) 2.1 m2

Wheel radius (Rwheel) 0.2 m

Coefficient of rolling resistance (Cr) 0.014

Coefficient of aerodynamic drag (Cd) 0.4

Abbreviation: EV, electric vehicle.

F I GURE 1 2 Linear parameter varying observer (LPVO) thermal
analysis against New European Driving Cycle. SFOC, sensorless field‐
oriented control
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APPENDIX A

LPV control ler and obser ver dynamics
The linear parameter varying (LPV) controller gains at vertex 2
are given as follows:

AKð2Þ ¼ 1� 107

−0:0000 0:0000 −0:0000 0:0000 −0:0019 −0:0073
−0:0000 −0:0000 −0:0000 −0:0000 0:0073 −0:0019
0:0008 −0:0002 −0:0044 0:0000 1:4086 −0:4049
0:0002 0:0008 −0:0000 −0:0044 0:4049 1:4086

−0:0000 −0:0000 0:0001 0:0000 −0:0268 −0:0000
0:0000 −0:0000 −0:0000 0:0001 0:0000 −0:0268

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

BK 2ð Þ ¼

0:0009 0:2670
0:2670 −0:0009
0:1918 −0:8954

−0:8954 −0:1918
14:8306 224:6213
224:6213 −14:8306

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
5

;DK 2ð Þ ¼ 0 0
0 0

� �

CKð2Þ ¼ 1� 105

0:0005 −0:0012 0:0008 −0:0026 0:0675 1:0112
−0:0012 −0:0005 −0:0026 −0:0008 1:0112 −0:0675

� �

For the vertices 1 and 2, the gains of LPV observer are as
follows:

L1 ¼

41:5 0
0 41:5
8 62:3

−62:3 8

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5;L2 ¼

41:8 0
0 41:8
6 −63:5

63:5 6

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5

APPENDIX B

Parameter sensit iv i t ies
The equations used for the model‐based estimation of time‐
varying parameters (rotor and stator resistance) in relation to
the varying temperature profile are [36, 37]:

rR ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ω2
SLXR

ωEX2
M

Q
I2S
þ ωEXS

− XR

2

4

3

5

v
u
u
u
t

rS ¼ krR

where ωE represents the electrical frequency and ωSL gives the
slip.

APPENDIX C

Linear matrix inequal i t ies

H11ðρ; ξÞ H12ðρ; ξÞ H13ðρ; ξÞ H14ðρ; ξÞ
� H22ðρ; ξÞ H23ðρ; ξÞ H24ðρ; ξÞ
� � H33ðρ; ξÞ H34ðρ; ξÞ
� � � H44ðρ; ξÞ

2

6
6
4

3

7
7
5 < 0

Z I
I Y

� �

> 0

where

H11ðρ; ξÞ ¼ Aðρ; ξÞZþ ZAðρ; ξÞT þ BuC
�

KðρÞ
þðBuC

�

KðρÞÞT

H12ðρ; ξÞ ¼ A
�

KðρÞ þ Aðρ; ξÞ þ BuD
�

KðρÞCv

H13ðρ; ξÞ ¼ Bwðρ; ξÞ þ BuD
�

KðρÞDvw

H14ðρ; ξÞ ¼ ðCzðρ; ξÞZþDzuC
�

KðρÞÞT

H22ðρ; ξÞ¼ Aðρ; ξÞTY þ YAðρ; ξÞ þ B
�

KðρÞCv

þðB
�

KðρÞCvÞ
T

H23ðρ; ξÞ¼ YBwðρ; ξÞ þ B
�

KðρÞDvw

H24ðρ; ξÞ¼ ðCzðρ; ξÞ þDzuD
�

KðρÞCvÞ
T

H33ðρ; ξÞ¼ −γI
H34ðρ; ξÞ¼ ðDzwðρ; ξÞ þDzuD

�

KðρÞDvwÞ
T

H44ðρ; ξÞ¼ −γI

(*) represents symmetry.
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